
When your design is finished, clean and prepare it for use with 
some water and pat it dry with a paper towel. Make sure it is 
completly dry before you begin stamping.

When you are happy with the design you’ve drawn, begin slicing along the outline with 

a craft knife. Make sure to cut about 3mm down and at an angle 90 degrees or 
less. An angle any more than this will result in the surface of the stamp being wider 
than the base, making it weak and increasing the risk of it breaking off. After this, Cut                                        

around the edge of the eraser, 3 to 4mm from the front and 

avoiding cutting under the design, to remove the eraser around 

the edge of the design. Carefully pull these pieces off then 

continue to cut and carve away the rest of the design.continue to cut and carve away the rest of the design. A sharp, 

pointy tool (as seen in the images) is usefull to help carve out 

small sections and thin lines.

< Studying leaves to help me undertand the forms, shapes and patterns they posses and transfering that 
into my stamp shapes

Start by deciding on the type of shape you want to make. A 

vegetable, an animal, a letter, a leaf, an object or just a square or 

circle. Plan the shape you want to carve. Remember to keep the 

design bold, with few small or intricate details, as these can be 

dufficult to cut out and may break off or not transfer well. Draw the 

design on to the eraser, keeping in mind to reverse the image if 
necessary.

rubber erasers of 
varying shapes and 

sizes

a sharp craft knife 
(various blades 

optional)

a sharp pencil

What You Will Need:Rubber stamps are easy 
and innaffordable to make 
and can be carved into a 
multitude of shapes and 
designs. Different textures 
can also be achieved 
depending in the medium 
used and how it is used. used and how it is used. 
There are endless 

oportunities to create and 
illustrate with stamps.  
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- Use a paint brush to apply water colour or paint to the stamp. An ink pad can also be used
- Use saturated watercolour as more diluted colour will not print well.
- Inks can be layered to but paints and watercolour don’t layer as well. 

Tips:
- Avoid using erasers that are too soft 
(they tend to break and crumble easily) 
or too hard (they can be difficuly to cut 
into).
 Remember to reverse any lettering or  Remember to reverse any lettering or 
other details before cutting the design.
- Avoid cutting very small or thin details 
as they will likely break off. 

There are a number of mediums that can be used to stamp with and different effects can be 
created with each. Anything from paint to ink, watercolour or marker pen. It’s a good idea to 
experiment with these mediums and practice using the stamp/s to get an idea of the amout of 
paint or ink to use, how to apply it and how much pressure to use when stamping (as this can 
vary depending on the medium and stamp). Make sure to clean the stamp in between uses to 
avoid mixing colours. This practice will allow you to explore the variety of textures, effects, 
patterns and colour intensity that you can achieve.

how to: Print With Stamps


